12:57:25 From NICHOLAS JONES : hello, will a recording be available afterwards? I’ve had something
come up and I may miss the first 10-15 minutes
12:58:49 From Edward Liebow : yes, a recording will be available at this link as soon as it is captioned
https://www.americananthro.org/covid-19
13:01:25 From NICHOLAS JONES : Thank you
13:07:56 From Blake P Mccabe : Is there a resource sheet or some such, like with the other webinars?
13:12:07 From jeffmartin : Unfortunately, there isn’t a resource sheet. We will, however, work with Gillian
to post what we can.
13:13:05 From Blake P Mccabe : ok. Thank you. It would be nice to create and expert resource list like
with medical anthropology on the other webinars. I know there are less ppl on this webinar, but it might still
be useful for those who are looking at economics anthropologically in current times.
13:17:20 From Brandon Lundy : Please check out the AAA journal Economic Anthropology:
https://anthrosource.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/23304847; Gillian Tett (2017) - "THE SYMPOSIUM: How
can economic anthropology contribute to a more just world?"
(https://anthrosource.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/sea2.12079)
13:19:40 From Blake P Mccabe : thank you
13:22:18 From ameav : Both the Latino and African American communities have been the hardest hit by
Covid in the U.S. In some places, Latinos are the hardest hit. I think it is important to identify all ethnicities
that have been hardest hit so public does just focus on one community.
13:23:47 From Edward Liebow : QUESTION: to what extent and in what ways has the FT been covering
the changing patterns in foreign aid may affect investments in health systems strengthening in lower-income
settings
13:23:54 From Chip Colwell : Please pitch us! https://www.sapiens.org/write-for-us/
13:27:10 From Blake P Mccabe : QUESTION: Is there discussion in economics of the impact on migratory
populations often overlooked, such as seasonal workers, and illegal immigrants? Particularly, those that
already don't draw from gvt funding, but rely on under the table work and seasonal work (such as planting
on industrial farms). In addition, is there research on the broader impact of this on farms and on production
and supply as a result, and the economics impacts longer term from that?
13:28:41 From Blake P Mccabe : Is anyone studying these as they are currently happening or have
happened in past epidemics?
13:30:34 From Heike : QUESTION: to what extent do you believe that economists and institutions ignored
the pandemic developing was due to economists' methods and lack of empathy, or is there not something
else at play: institutional racisim?
13:31:48 From Heike : i.e. this only happens in Asia, etc, couldn't happen in the "white" developed world?
13:32:21 From MariaC : This is more sociological than anthropological, but it is about the way Covid-19 is
affecting Romanian diaspora in Italy.
https://www.academia.edu/42471135/When_Diaspora_meets_Pandemic?source=swp_share
13:32:55 From Elizabeth Briody : Hi
13:32:56 From Chip Colwell : QUESTION: What recommendations do you offer for anthropologists who
have never written for a broad public but would like to?
13:33:12 From ameav : Thank you :)
13:34:15 From Adam Joseph : QUESTION: what consumer behaviour changes under lockdown do you
think will stick, and still be new habits in a years time?
13:36:31 From Elizabeth Briody : I am am economist who is married to an anthropologist. I think that
there are ways economists and anthropologists can work together. I specialize in game theory and
wargaming. One of the tools that I think will be critical is scenario wargaming. How will the world play out
in the post-pandemic. The insights of both social sciences can help!
13:39:19 From Brian.Hoeft@ncc.edu : Simon Kuper at FT (plainly under the influence of his late father,
an anthropologist) wrote a bracing column on November 2, 2017, where he likened the Tory Brexit drive to a
cargo cult. I’ve been wondering, is something like that in play now? Amid a sort of panicked denial of
mortality, denial of viral reach, and impulses to hide economically? Wait for the vaccine rescue and then all
will be bountiful after having frozen-off huge swaths of the global economy? The Kuper column: Beware the
Tory cult that’s steering Brexit https://www.ft.com/content/c276ed98-be8e-11e7-9836-b25f8adaa111?
shareType=nongift
13:40:33 From Heike : COMMENT That realisation about the weakest link of the human chain by eletes
does not fit with the massive capital flight that you had mentioned from the "emerging economies".
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13:41:18 From Brian.Hoeft@ncc.edu : ^^^ QUESTION (Starting with “Simon Kuper at FT...) — I forgot
to mark it as a question.
13:43:24 From Sidney : From Sid Greenfield
13:45:11 From Blake P Mccabe : is this being recorded and will be available with captions like the other
webinars? and have the community with more answers to questions?
13:45:43 From Aaron Pitluck : QUESTION: In the US, some medical models have become 'viral' in the
media and have been influential in shaping public perceptions and policy. Flattening the curve is a positive
example. Do you have any opinions or insights into how that model (or another you've observed) can be
successful in influencing policy / public opinion?
13:45:49 From Bilge Firat : What about the construction sector? That’s been labelled as
13:46:16 From Inga Treitler : http://kimoon.co.kr/gmi/reading/Leijonhufvud-1973.pdf
13:46:25 From Inga Treitler : Citation to pdf of Life among the Econ
13:46:26 From Bilge Firat : Essential industry here in the US. Infrastructure projects are still fast a pace
13:53:52 From jeffmartin : Yes, we’ll have the recording available asap.
13:54:08 From Chip Colwell : Thanks!
13:54:08 From Edward Liebow : amen - epidemiologists say “all models are wrong, but some are useful”
13:58:01 From Blake P Mccabe : thanks! This is def out of my normal topic of study, but my bf is a
economics teacher (not in anthro) so am sharing it with him. This is very interesting and informative. Hope
you continue adding webinars. Would love to see one on the effect of religious practice also.
13:59:46 From Bonnie Bade : I can relate, I even bought a desalinator as I live by the ocean
14:00:49 From Dreeti Hazarika : https://www.google.com/amp/s/m.economictimes.com/news/politicsand-nation/centre-orders-quarantine-camps-for-migrant-workers/amp_articleshow/74880761.cms
14:01:15 From Deep Jyoti Das : In current situation people hold their Demand, after this pandamic may
be people started to demand ( Demand increase) . will this lead to further inflation!
14:01:25 From mruthdike : thank you so much- this was great!
14:01:27 From Edward Liebow : THANK YOU, Gillian!
14:01:36 From fionaeileenmurphy@gmail.com : Thank you !
14:01:37 From ameav : Thank you, Gillian. Amazing discussion!
14:01:40 From Maria Cristache : Thank you!
14:01:42 From Melissa Fisher : Thank you Gillian. This was excellent.
14:01:46 From robbinrh : Thank You!!
14:01:48 From Bonnie Bade : Migrant workers in Cali suffering greatly. No place to isolate, no child care,
still working
14:01:48 From Blake P Mccabe : this was great. thank you
14:01:50 From Heike : Thanks, Gillian
14:01:50 From larry nesper : Thank you!
14:01:51 From Amanda : Thank you for the talk!
14:01:52 From kate : Tremendous talk, Gillian. Thank you so much!
14:01:54 From Melanie : Thank you, Gillian!
14:01:57 From jeffmartin : gillian.tett@ft.com
14:01:59 From Robert Foster : Thank you, Gillian and AAA.
14:02:06 From Hui : Thanks everyone
14:02:12 From Christine Avenarius : Thank you. Very inspiring
14:02:15 From Deep Jyoti Das : Thank you
14:02:18 From robertjmorais : Thanks, Gillian.
14:02:39 From Jeremy : Thank you!
14:02:53 From Anamaria Ross : thank you
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